Introduction
In this paper we present midday, in-situ measurements of the OH radical number density in the stratosphere obtained via a ba. llo•n-borne gondola. The need for simultaneous measurements of closely coupled molecular species in the atmosphere in {•rder to obtain a more insightfid and cohesive data base is wellestablished. This is especially trite with the hydroxyl radical since it is a short-lived radical that is in photochemically controlled steady state with other species that have widely varying characteristic lifetimes. For example, Oa and H20, are long-lived, transport contr{•lled species. NO, O, and HO2 are short-lived, photochemically controlled species. H20•, HNOa and HNO4 are both transport and photochemically controlled species thus complicating the interpretation of individual measurements. Accompanying number density measurements of as many kinetically coupled species as possible is a critical improvement in the ability of in-situ measurements to assess the validity of model calculations of stratospheric photochemistry.
In this paper we present OH results alone.
Experimental
The experimental method is summa.rized in SA. Here we briefly restate the operating principal. OH is detected by laser induced fluorescence, whereby OH is pumped The a09 nm detector count rate is fed into two separate pulse counters. Both are gated, one with a, fixed ,530 nsec gate, the other with an adjustable gate, which was varied from 380 to 160 nsec during the flight. The adjustable gate detector width is decreased during the flight in order to decrease the background solar signal which is the largest component of the non-resonant background signal. The count rate occurring outside the gate, i.e., the remaining 59/zsec of intervening time between laser pulses, is stored in a separate channel and used as a measure of the solar background source strength. This counter architecture allows partitioning the observed count rate into its components as described in SA.
The task of optimizing the laser overlap integral with an identified OH absorption line is accomplished with two partially redundant optical devices. The first is an OH reference cell that uses a Xe lamp to photolyze a trace amount of water vapor in • 600 torr of Ar to form a steady state OH density. The laser beam passes through the reference cell, pumps ground state OH, and produces OH fluorescence observable with a PMT orthogonal to the beam. The second device is a scanning spectrometer that overlays a beamsplit fraction of the laser output on to the A-X (1,0) emission spectrum from an rf powered OH resonance lamp. The resulting spectra provide unambiguous identification of the laser wavelength.
Calibration
The instrument sensitivity to Oil is calibrated in a laboratory prior to flight by inserting the core of the detec- The divergence of this data set with the models above • 34 km is an interesting result. The reproducibility of this effect in future flights will address whether this result is due to variability or is a consistent finding. Simultaneous HOameasurements will provide new information on the number density of this important radical.
